
Learn more about Listed Investment Companies (LICs)
and Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs).
Understand the more complex issues like portfolio
construction, investing in alternative strategy LICs
Hear about ethical and hybrid ETFs
Connect with other investors and join discussions on
our virtual platform

Whether you are a beginner, intermediate or advanced
investor you will
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Jordan Eliseo, Manager - Listed Products and Investment Research, The Perth Mint

The USD 200bn gold ETF market has changed the way investors allocate money to precious
metals, allowing investors access to the trusted safe haven via a regular share trading account. A
unique feature among the ETFs sector is the ability to buy ETFs backed by gold. 

Jordan Eliseo will review the rise of the gold ETF market, the key reasons investors are turning to
precious metals today, and the important role they can play in a well-diversified portfolio. At a
time of impending inflation this is essential viewing.

23 November

Listed ETFs in Australia offer a rich selection of over 200 funds covering most asset classes,
including many themes and sectors. How should investors balance growth, defensive and
income needs in a long-term portfolio.

The world has changed post Covid. We have finally left the post GFC period. Inflation looks
durable, fiscal & monetary settings have changed enormously, China now has a sovereign
bond market and investors and companies need to take decarbonisation seriously. Julian
will discuss these macro-trends and how Platinum with its focus on markets in the Asian
region can help investors widen their exposure to the fastest growing markets in the world. 

Platinum now has three listed investment companies quoted on the ASX actively managing,
a diversified portfolio of companies from around the world and across industry sectors,
providing exposure to undervalued businesses in both developed and emerging markets.
Members looking for investments in Asia and globally but receiving dividends in Australia,
Julian will provide expert insights.

What is fixed income? What are the three key risks and sources of return in fixed
income? The differences between passive and active fixed income investing? The
problem with fixed income today, it’s more than just low yields. What’s driving fixed
income markets and what you should be watching? How to generate reliable defensive
fixed income returns and introducing 2 active ETFs

Damien Gosen will discuss the rise of ETFs and why they are so popular. VanEck will provide a useful
framework for investors to assess the engine that drives their ETF performance: the index. They will
also highlight some recent trends with ETFs on ASX and what these mean for investors. 

Simon will discuss Monash strategy and the reasons for moving to the ETF structure and why
that may suit investors. Simon will be exploring how recurring business situations can be
identified in the Australian corporate market and share his views on how investors can profit
from them. By discussing some past and present examples of these situations, investors will
find this presentation an interesting insight into how fund managers look to generate returns.

Investing in Gold ETFs

10:20 AM - 11:00 AM

11:05 AM - 11:45 AM

11:50 AM - 12:30 PM

1:00 PM - 1:40 PM

1:45 PM - 2:25 PM

2:30 PM - 3:10 PM

How to build a balanced portfolio using ETFs

Global Markets Update: Investing in a "Post-Post GFC World"

Fixed income masterclass and how you can use active ETFs

The emergence of ETFs and how to assess them

Learning from the past to improve future returns

Graham Hand, Editorial Director, Morningstar

Julian McCormack, Investment Specialist, Platinum Asset Management

Sam Morris, Senior Investment Specialist, ActiveX Matthew Holberton, National Manager, Fidante ActiveX

Damon Gosen, Business Development, VanEck

Simon Sheilds, Director and Co-founder, Monash Capital

ETFS DAY



Paddy McCrudden, Head of Retirement Solutions and Data Science, Magellan

Many investors, particularly those in retirement, are faced with a challenge. How do you maintain
ready access to your savings and invest to receive a regular and predictable income that keeps
pace with inflation, without eroding your capital base?

Achieving these investment goals is difficult - usually because they compete with each other, and
this has only been made harder with today’s low interest rates and volatile investment markets.
In this session, Paddy McCrudden will provide a detailed overview of the issues facing retirees,
the potential cost of the choices they make, the solutions available , what you need to think about
when creating your retirement portfolio and how LICs provide many of the answers.

James will discuss current market themes including the pandemic, the impact on markets and
Perpetual’s tried and tested approach to managing money. How does he see investors
positioning themselves for economic reopening amid extreme policy settings and the risk of
inflation? And how LICs can meet these challenges.

A key challenge LIC investors face is that LICs often report on portfolio performance rather than
LIC performance over multiple periods. For a self-directed investor, while the performance of the
underlying portfolio is interesting, the main understanding of opportunity costs comes when it’s
compared to all other assets they hold in their portfolio.

In this presentation, Doug, will walk you through key metrics that are important to consider when
investing in LICs — metrics that will make you a better investor.

Running a stable of LICs Sebastian says investing in public equities can take many
different forms, different strategies, and varying timeframes. He says what would
happen if the market closed today and did not reopen for five years?
How would this change your thinking about the investments in your portfolio? Adopting
this mentality can be a valuable way of thinking for investors to compound returns over
time. This is what NAOS does and Sebastian will explain more.

John’s presentation will examine the current interest rate environment, the likely trajectory of
interest rates and inflation, and their effect on the outlook for equities and property asset classes. 
With CAM returning TSR of 26.3% over the past 12 months and paying a dividend of 5.1% (7.3%
including franking credits) John is certainly someone worth listening to. 

In an era of heightened uncertainty, alternative assets represent a unique opportunity for retail
investors to gain diversification benefits, reduced volatility, and exposure to the megatrends shaping
our economy and society. WAM Alternative Assets (ASX: WMA) Portfolio Manager Dania Zinurova will
delve into alternative asset classes, the benefits of investing in alternative assets, and her plans to
revitalise WAM Alternative Assets into a best-in-class portfolio.

The challenges facing today’s retirees

10:20 AM - 11:00 AM

11:05 AM - 11:45 AM

11:50 AM - 12:30 PM

1:00 PM - 1:40 PM

1:45 PM - 2:25 PM

2:30 PM - 3:10 PM

Investing through the pandemic and beyond

5 key metrics to stay on top of your LIC investments

Investing with a private company mentality

Real interest rates matter more than interest rates

The compelling case for alternative assets

James Holt, Director & Investment Solutions, Perpetual

Doug Morris, Chief Executive Officer, Sharesight

Sebastian Evans, Chief Investment Officer, NAOS

John Abernethy, Chairman, CLIME

Dania Zinurova, Portfolio Manager, Wilson Asset Management (WAM)

LICS DAY 25 November


